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Suppliers Partnership for the Environment (SP) 
2022 Water Stewardship Program Concept 

 
Overview 
The Suppliers Partnership for the Environment (SP) has contracted The Water Council (TWC) as an 
expert partner to support the organization in the development of a sector-wide water stewardship 
program in 2022. 
 
By creating a Water Stewardship Program that SP can implement collaboratively with its members, water-
related risks associated with the industry (physical, regulatory and reputational) and its impact on 
freshwater resources will be addressed. At the same time, SP can chart a credible and transparent path 
for individual members to follow leading toward meaningful enterprise-wide water stewardship strategies, 
commitments and actions. Further, all types, sizes and ownership structures of companies within the 
supply base will be prepared to report publicly to key customers and stakeholders on the status and 
outcomes of their water stewardship performance. 
 
Statement of Need and Aim 
In the first phase of this project, SP will work with TWC and key members to test the design of a sector-
wide water stewardship program that is centered on a decision matrix and action plan that helps member 
organizations achieve excellence in their water stewardship performance. The aim is to inform the 
creation and rollout of an eventual Suppliers Partnership Water Stewardship Program that is built on 
global, corporate water stewardship best practices that align with the principles and framework of the 
CEO Water Mandate and the International Water Stewardship Standard (“AWS Standard”). 
 
With TWC’s support, in 2022 SP will pilot and test a sector-wide water stewardship methodology that 
would be designed to eventually help member companies:  

1) Identify water-related risks that impact priority sites through a source water and watershed risk 
assessment; 
2) Understand their impact on their source water(s) and watershed(s), surrounding communities 
and associated operational risks;  
3) Prioritize risks and consider opportunities for action at high-risk sites understanding the 
additional stakeholder credibility that target setting conveys;  
4) Develop water stewardship strategy, commitments and targets based on the prioritized risks 
and opportunities; and,  
5) Communicate water stewardship commitments, actions and metrics to key stakeholders and 
customers. 

 
Key drivers of improved water stewardship performance within the sector, particularly within the supplier 
base, are: ESG investor pressure for credible sustainability metrics, performance and reporting; “future-
proofing” the sector from climate change impacts and regulatory uncertainty; and, addressing companies’ 
social license to operate and grow by being a force for good within communities by among other things 
addressing water-related environmental justice issues. 
 
Whether companies are publicly traded or privately owned is increasingly irrelevant in the ESG 
marketplace as customers and consumers now demand credible, transparent goals, commitments and 
reporting on company sustainability programs. Thus, SP and TWC have a transformational opportunity 
before them as this would be the only supply chain water stewardship program of its type in the United 
States as far as we are aware. This program will be directly responsive to how water is material within the 
sector and the attendant risks associated with those water-related impacts and uses. 
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Deliverables to be achieved over the course of Q1 and Q2 2022 will include: 

• A Water Stewardship Action Matrix will be developed. The Matrix will follow a plan-do-check-
act approach to identify potential actions that mitigate the identified water-related risks at priority 
supply chain sites. The course of action for individual SP members will be a direct function of 
(and responsive to) the level of overall water-related risk exposure. Completion of the Action 
Matrix will not only result in useful water-related data to further improve site-level operations, but 
also enterprise-wide reporting to key customers and other stakeholders. 

• In order to fine-tune the Action Matrix before further deployment to the SP members, TWC will 
work with SP staff to pilot the Action Matrix with 1-2 members over the course of three 
months. This pilot will be critical in feeding information back into the development of the Action 
Matrix to ensure that it works for all sizes and locations of SP member companies. 

 
Potential Future Deliverables for consideration in Q3 2022 and beyond may include, but are not limited 
to: 

• Formalized Sector Water Stewardship Program including formal statements on a sectoral water 
stewardship strategy and intended water stewardship outcomes;  

• An Action Matrix Implementation Guidance and Toolkit that will help individual SP members 
adopt and execute a Water Risk Assessment; and 

• Water Stewardship Educational Outreach that includes sector-wide capacity building for SP 
staff and members. 

 
Member Participation 
We welcome all interested employees of current SP member companies to participate in this new work 
group.  We ask that members please complete a brief signup form 
(https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NQQVNRT) to register their interest in joining the work group, or 
feel free to contact Kellen Mahoney (kmahoney@navista.net) with any questions.  
 
Additional details on the January 2022 work group launch meeting will be shared with interested 
members before the end of this year. 
 
Project Team 
Since 2002, Suppliers Partnership for the Environment (SP) has been a leading forum for global 
automotive manufacturers, their large and small suppliers, the US EPA and other government entities 
from around the world to work together toward a shared vision of an automotive industry with positive 
environmental impact. Learn more at: https://www.supplierspartnership.org/  
 
The Water Council, Inc. (TWC) is a non-profit organization and global hub dedicated to solving critical 
water challenges by driving innovation in freshwater technology and advancing water stewardship. 
Established as a 501(c)(3) in 2009, the driving force behind our success is the vibrant spirit of 
collaboration between public, private and academic sectors with a strong, shared commitment to finding 
innovative solutions to critical global water challenges. Learn more at: https://thewatercouncil.com/  
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